
ALIVE WITH PLEASURE  Don Udoji 
 
 
Intro: 4 battute di percussioni 
 
                                Sim  Sim  / Sim        Sim 
I'm alive with pleasure! Ah!           Go! We go! 
 
I'm alive with pleasure Life is a treasure, freely given  
               Sim   
so I'm living with no fear no tears and I’m willing to share  
Come along with me, I'm alive And I'm just loving it 
It's all about loving  and I'm giving it 
Believing this life is a privilege All through the days of our life 
                                       Sim 
Success and failures combine Strength and fitness decline 
No one has it all,  Don't let your worries weigh you down 
Grace is on the way Let's move on to another level 
             Sim  
He who lives alone dies alone We could use a help, sometimes 
So let the drums roll now Come, let us share this treasure. 
The best things in life are free. If you’re with me. 
 
Sim                  Sol                               La 
Sing along with me, if you want to live. Life is a treasure for us to share 
Sim 
Give yourself a chance, and you will be blessed 
  Sol                                  La 
There is so much fun in living everyday.   (Ripete 2 volte) 
Sim 
can't u feel it..Hey….can't u feel it...Hey…. 
 
 
I've been watching you Since we got into the show 
I never seen you smile And I'm not taking that you know 
                                               Sim 
Let's blow the gates open wide. We don't have to go wild though 
Just a little bumping One step a time, we got to get it going 
Not just thru' the motions, no-way We got directions, Turn around,  
                                                                               Sim 
Let's do the twists and turns You can move your head in style 
Feel the beats and the rhythm Being alive is a blessing  
Get into the flow,  Let's take a ride 
Out here in the meadows Rolling in the tide 
                                                             Sim 
I realize we're just passing by Days go by and we just fade 
Let’s leave a trace of goodness A life to remember 
If U're with me. Clap your hands. 
 
 
 



Sim                  Sol                               La 
Sing along with me, if you want to live. Life is a treasure for us to share 
Sim 
Give yourself a chance, and you will be blessed 
  Sol                                  La 
There is so much fun in living everyday.   (Ripete 2 volte) 
Sim 
can't u feel it..Hey….can't u feel it...Hey…. 
 
 
Life is to be lived, they say With its sinful little pleasures. 
                                                                                                         Sim      
I see you're getting trigger-happy, beware! There's no hiding place for the wicked 
Your pride is self-defeating and destructive But i'm not giving up on you 
What's life without the fun There's no shine without the sun 
                                                                                         Sim 
In a world broken by hate and greed It's so easy to loose one another 
We find ourselves together Be the best you can 
United in the struggle Bringing comfort to the broken hearted ones 
Freely you were given So freely give it all cos you’ll never lack 
                  Sim     
For what it takes, Love's gonna give back Save a soul,  
This chance may never come again. If you're with me. Clap your hands.  
 
Sim                  Sol                               La 
Sing along with me, if you want to live. Life is a treasure for us to share 
Sim 
Give yourself a chance, and you will be blessed 
  Sol                                  La 
There is so much fun in living everyday.   (Ripete 2 volte) 
Sim 
can't u feel it..Hey….can't u feel it...Hey…. 
 
 
Sim                  Sol                               La 
Sing along with me, if you want to live. Life is a treasure for us to share 
Sim 
Give yourself a chance, and you will be blessed 
  Sol                                  La 
There is so much fun in living everyday. 
 
 


